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ABSTRACT

Aims. The Atacama Large Millimeter Array (ALMA) is an international astronomy facility to be used for detecting and imaging
all types of astronomical sources at millimeter and submillimeter wavelengths at a 5000-m elevation site in the Atacama Desert of
Chile. Our main aims are: describe the correlator sub-system which is that part of the ALMA system that combines the signal from
up to 64 remote individual radio antennas and forms them into a single instrument; emphasize the high spectral resolution and the
configuration flexibility available with the ALMA correlator.
Methods. The main digital signal processing features and a block diagram of the correlator being constructed for the ALMA radio
astronomy observatory are presented. Tables of observing modes and spectral resolutions offered by the correlator system are given
together with some examples of multi-resolution spectral modes.
Results. The correlator is delivered by quadrants and the first quadrant is being tested while most of the other printed circuit cards
required by the system have been produced. In its final version the ALMA correlator will process the outputs of up to 64 antennas
using an instantaneous bandwidth of 8 GHz in each of two polarizations per antenna. In the frequency division mode, unrivalled
spectral flexibility together with very high resolution (3.8 kHz) and up to 8192 spectral points are achieved. In the time division mode
high time resolution is available with minimum data dump rates of 16 ms for all cross-products.

Key words. techniques: interferometric – techniques: spectroscopic – instrumentation: interferometers –
instrumentation: spectrographs

1. Introduction

The Atacama Large Millimeter Array (ALMA) is an inter-
national astronomy facility. ALMA is a partnership between
Europe, North America and Japan, in cooperation with the
Republic of Chile (see Alma Information and note at the end of
this paper). ALMA will consist of a main array of up to 64 12-m
diameter antennas supplied by Europe (ESO) and North America
(NRAO/AUI) and a compact array of twelve 7-m plus four 12-m
antennas supplied by Japan (NAOJ). The main goal of this pa-
per is to describe the essential features of the ALMA correlator
being constructed for the main array (64 antennas) and to em-
phasize its huge versatility making this correlator a key element
of all future astronomy programs led with ALMA. The ALMA
correlator is a very large digital system that combines the outputs
of up to 64 array elements using an instantaneous bandwidth of
8 GHz in each of two polarizations per antenna, and produces
a single astronomical telescope from the 64 movable antennas
distributed within a diameter of about 150 m to an expanded
configuration of maximum antenna separation 18.5 km.

A digital correlator system is the heart of any modern ra-
dio astronomy system in which the signal power is detected by
measuring (a) the cross-correlation of all antenna pairs in an ar-
ray of antennas, and/or (b) the auto-correlation of one (or all)
single antenna(s). Digital lags can easily be implemented in cor-
relators thus allowing flexible analysis of astronomical spectral
features. There are two different correlator architectures (see
e.g. Chap. 8 in Thompson et al. 2001). The most commonly

adopted architecture is the lag correlator (XF architecture) in
which the cross-correlated data (X-part of the system in the
lag domain) are produced first and the Fourier transform (F-
part of the system) is applied at a later stage for transformation
to the frequency domain. For example, the VLA (Very Large
Array), or IRAM (Institut de Radio Astronomie Millimétrique)
interferometers use XF-type correlators. The other type of cor-
relators is named FX because the Fourier transform to the fre-
quency domain is performed first. The Nobeyama interferome-
ter, the NRAO VLBA Correlator, and the ALMA Compact Array
(16 antennas in addition to the ALMA main array) have adopted
the FX architecture. Comparison of the relative merits of the XF
and FX schemes is complicated by the details of practical imple-
mentation of the various “X” and “F” calculations, but we note
that beyond around 20 antennas all interferometers have adopted
the XF architecture.

The case of the ALMA project is particular because we
need to process simultaneously many antennas and large band-
widths with high spectral versatility and a resolution as high as a
few kHz. Such an ambitious project required innovative designs,
in particular for measuring the correlation coefficients (with a
new application specific integrated circuit) and for digital filter-
ing (with a versatile new digital filter design). The ALMA corre-
lator originally used a pure lag architecture (Escoffier 1997) in-
corporating simple Finite Impulse Response (FIR) digital cards
(Escoffier & Webber 1998; Escoffier et al. 1999). The ini-
tial XF architecture has recently evolved into a digital hybrid
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Fig. 1. ALMA Correlator under construction (first quadrant).

Table 1. ALMA correlator specifications.

Item Specification
Number of antennas 64
Number of baseband channel inputs per antenna 8
Input sample format 3 bit, 8 level at 4 GSample/s per baseband channel
Correlation sample format 2 bit, 4 level and 4 bit, 16 level; Nyquist and twice Nyquist
Maximum baseline delay range 30 km
Hardware cross-correlators per baseline∗ 32,768 leads + 32 768 lags
Hardware autocorrelations per antenna∗ 32,768
Typical performance in digital hybrid modes 8192 spectral points provided for each pair of baseband inputs∗∗
Product pairs possible for polarization HH, VV, HV, VH (for orthogonal H and V)

∗ 62.5 MHz correlators (125 MHz clock rate), divide by 32 to get number of equivalent 2 GHz correlators.
∗∗ Resulting in 8192, 4096 or 2048 spectral points across the baseband spectrum, depending on polarization mode.

design that yields a 32-fold improvement in frequency resolution
at the widest bandwidth. This performance upgrade required the
design of a digital Tunable Filter Bank (TFB) which performs a
frequency division of the digitized input wideband (2 GHz) into
32 sub-channels 62.5 MHz (or 31.25 MHz) wide. Rather than
the conventional XF architecture, the ALMA design is now FXF
with tunable anti-aliasing digital filters making a first coarse
spectral division of each 2 GHz wide input channel. The FXF
scheme was initially proposed for the Second Generation ALMA
Correlator (Baudry & de Vos 2000; Bos 2000; Quertier et al.
2003).

The ALMA correlator is organized by quadrants including
a total of 32 main racks (not counting computer or power sup-
ply racks). When all correlator cards are used at the nominal
clock rate of 125 MHz the correlation calculation rate goes up
to 1.7 × 1016 multiply-and-add operations per second. The cor-
relator system is still under construction with testing and accep-
tance of individual correlator and filter cards being performed
at NRAO, Charlottesville and Université de Bordeaux. The first
quadrant of the final system is being tested at the new NRAO
Technology Center in Charlottesville, Virginia (Fig. 1).

It is interesting to note that in the future when the full ALMA
system is complete and delivered to Chile any combination of the
ALMA main array antennas with the ALMA compact array an-
tennas could be processed by the ALMA correlator provided that
the maximum number of antennas does not exceed 64. Parallel
processing with the two correlator systems at the Atacama site
of the data captured by both the main and compact arrays will be
common practice in the future.

In this paper we present the main features of the ALMA main
array correlator. System specifications, block diagram and main
system functions are given in Sect. 2. Time and frequency di-
vision operation are outlined in Sect. 3 together with a brief
description of the Tunable Filter Bank card sub-system. Other
antenna-based electronics (Station cards) and the correlator and

long term accumulator cards are described in Sects. 4 and 5.
The observing modes and some examples showing the corre-
lator system flexibility are discussed in Sect. 6. More technical
details concerning the control cards, the system test strategy and
components selected for fabrication of the correlator system are
given in Appendices A and B.

2. System specifications, block diagram and main
functions

The ALMA correlator measures cross-correlation coefficients of
all 2016 independent pairings of the 64 antennas, taken two at
a time. Mathematical processing of the cross-correlation coeffi-
cients will produce millimeter- and submillimeter-wave intensity
maps of the celestial emitting sources. The maps may be wide
bandwidth continuum or multiple spectral line maps, each over
an incremental bandwidth, for a subset of or all the 4 polarization
cross-products.

The system specifications for the ALMA correlator can be
seen in Table 1. The 64 antenna specification with a total 16 GHz
bandwidth per antenna drives the correlator input specifications
(see Escoffier et al. 2005). The receiver intermediate frequency
outputs are down-converted into 4 basebands 2 GHz wide for
each of 2 different senses of polarization. The input to the cor-
relator is thus split into 8 baseband signals of 2 GHz bandwidth
each.

Signals from each 2 GHz baseband output drive into the cor-
relator as three digital input data streams, each with an equiv-
alent clock rate of 4 GHz reflecting the ALMA standard of
the 3-bit, 4 Gsample/s digitization of the baseband analog out-
puts at the antennas. Signal transmission from the remote an-
tennas to the correlator is done by the ALMA backend system
over fiber optic cables (McCool 2001). Recovery of the sample
streams from the optic input signal is done in Data Transmission
System (DTS) receiver printed circuit cards which are physically
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Fig. 2. ALMA Correlator Block Diagram.

installed in the correlator racks but are considered in the ALMA
project to be part of the backend system, not the correlator.

A block diagram of the ALMA correlator can be seen in
Fig. 2. This figure also includes some details of the ALMA digi-
tizers, the DTS transmission system, and the real time computer.
Although these components of ALMA are not formally part of
the correlator, they are shown here for clarity. The block diagram
shows antenna- or station-based electronics (upper part of Fig. 2)
and antenna baseline electronics (lower part of Fig. 2).

Antenna-based electronics in the correlator system include
fiber optic receiver cards to recover digitized samples from the
remote telescopes, tunable digital filter bank cards for bandwidth
selection, bulk RAM delay lines to compensate for geometric
delays in signal paths, and signal conditioning logic to packetize
the output of the high-speed digitizers (operated at 4 Gsample/s)
in order to drive lower-speed correlator circuits (125 MHz) in
the widest bandwidth application.

The input stage of the correlator is the Tunable Filter Bank
(TFB) card. This card is driven by the output of the ALMA DTS
receiver card, which recovers the 3-bit samples generated by the
ALMA digitizer and sent via optical fiber from the remote anten-
nas over the ALMA DTS. The filter bank card can be configured
as 32 digital filters with either 62.5 or 31.25 MHz bandwidth.
The center frequency of each filter is independently tunable.

The station card has several functions. The main functions
are: (i) the implementation of bulk delay for geometric delay
compensation and (ii) providing for signal routing between the
filter card outputs and the correlator sub-system inputs (RAMs
for geometric compensation are also provided in the tunable fil-
ter bank card). Programming in the station cards determines how
the 32 filter outputs of the filter card are processed in the corre-
lator system.

The correlator portion of the system in each of the 4 quad-
rants (baseline electronics in the system) consists of 32 correlator

“planes” with each plane implementing a 64-by-64 correlation
matrix. When samples from all 64 antennas in the ALMA main
array drive this matrix (both vertical and horizontal axes), auto-
correlations are produced on the matrix diagonal and cross-
correlations are produced elsewhere, with correlation “leads” on
one side of the diagonal and “lags” on the other. “Leads” and
“lags” are correlator nomenclature for cross-correlation in which
one signal is multiplied by time-displaced versions of another
signal. Leads involve time displacement in one direction and lags
involve time displacement in the other direction. The term lag is
also frequently used generically to refer to either a lead or a lag.

The LTA (Long Term Accumulator) sub-system seen in the
lower part of Fig. 2 takes short 1 ms or 16 ms integrations from
the ALMA custom correlator chips and provides longer term in-
tegration. The LTA also provides the interface into the real time
computer system for both control and data extraction.

The ALMA correlator is designed in 4 essentially identical
quadrants. Each quadrant processes the output of two of the eight
2 GHz baseband channel outputs of the array. For polarization
observations, the two baseband channel outputs processed in a
quadrant are usually of orthogonal polarizations.

The ALMA correlator is a very large digital system. Its
32 main racks contain around 3000 printed circuit cards employ-
ing more than 135 000 complex integrated circuits. The overall
system dissipation is around 170 kW. For many years, the cor-
relator for the VLA observatory was the largest correlator for a
27-element radio telescope array in the world. For ALMA, the
increase in the number of antennas (64 antennas require to pro-
cess 2016 independent baselines instead of 351 for the VLA), the
much wider bandwidth per antenna (16 GHz instead of 200 MHz
for the VLA), and the much higher spectral resolution require-
ments (up to 8192 channels available for each pair of baseband
inputs) have resulted in the ALMA correlator being a factor of
over 15 000 larger than the VLA correlator. To insure that an
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Fig. 3. Time division operation versus frequency division operation.

economical and reliable system would result it was decided to
use as often as possible in the design commercially available
highly integrated circuits and Field Programmable Gate Arrays
(see end of Sect. 3 and Appendix B).

3. Time and frequency division operation
and Tunable Filter Bank card

In the original time division strategy adopted for the ALMA cor-
relator design, a 1 ms packet of 4 GHz clock rate samples from a
digitizer output is split into 32 sub-packets, each with a 125 MHz
clock rate (input: one millisecond packet of samples at 4 GHz;
output: 32 one millisecond packets at 125 MHz). Each of the
output time packets contains 125 000 time-contiguous samples.

Cross-correlation coefficients between each of the 125 MHz
packets and samples from an identical 1/32 ms time interval
from the other 63 antennas in the ALMA array are calculated
in the correlator. In order to get full efficiency, measured cor-
relation coefficients from all 32 low speed time packets must be
summed since each processes only a 1/32 part of the input signal
(a small inefficiency is incurred because samples on either side
of a packet boundary are never correlated against one another).

With the use of the filter bank, correlator operation can be
considered to use a frequency division strategy and the archi-
tecture is now FXF rather than the conventional XF. The digi-
tizer wideband (2 GHz) input to the correlator is split into up
to 32 sub-bands or subchannels 62.5 MHz wide (or 31.25 MHz
wide in some modes) with each subchannel being independently
processed by the digital correlators.

The operation of the frequency division strategy can be seen
in Fig. 3, below. The filter bank card can split the 2 GHz in-
put frequency band into as many as thirty-two 62.5 MHz bands.
Cross-correlation coefficients between same-band signals from
all 64 antennas are measured. But now, since each frequency
band is independent, the 32 resulting correlation functions are
not summed, but the spectra that result from each may be
stitched end-to-end and a factor of 32 improvement in frequency
resolution across the original 2 GHz band is realized.

Operation with fewer than all 32 subchannels allows the sta-
tion card to distribute the available correlator capacity among
the active filters for optimum spectral resolution performance.
As the number of active filters in the filter bank decreases, the

overall performance on the system in frequency division oper-
ation approaches the original system performance in time divi-
sion mode. When only a single filter output is active, there is no
difference in spectral resolution performance between the two
strategies.

The independent tuneability of the filter bank card also al-
lows versatility in the use of the correlator. For example, if only
a few filter subchannels or a few groups of subchannels are used
in a given observation, they need not cover contiguous frequen-
cies. They may, if desired, each be centered on different molec-
ular emission lines in the astronomical source within the overall
2-GHz input band.

We now briefly describe the essential elements of the
Tunable Filter Bank card and how it is interfaced to the cor-
relator system. Each 2 GHz IF channel input signal to a filter
card consists of 32 time-demultiplexed 3-bit samples (total of
96 signal wires) at the system 125 MHz clock rate (total sam-
ple rate, 4 GS/s). The basic function of the digital filter card is
to develop 32 subchannels from this 2 GHz input as follows.
First, the input signal is processed by a complex digital mixer
driven by a digital local oscillator to translate each subchan-
nel frequency center to zero frequency. Second, each complex
mixer output is sent to 2 parallel filters processing the real and
imaginary data streams; each of these 2 parallel filters is imple-
mented in a 2-stage architecture subsystem. The first stage is a
low-pass decimation filter (decimation by 32, 128-tap weights).
The second stage (64-tap weights) is a high performance low-
pass filter synthesizing the selected subchannel band shape. The
global 2-stage filter performance is thus equivalent to that of a
single 32 × 64 = 2048 tap weight filter. After decimation and
complex to real conversion the signal is either 2- or 4-bit re-
quantized, as specified in the observation schedule. Each filter
then produces streams of 2- or 4-bit samples at 125 MHz; in the
4-bit stream case there are some restrictions depending on the
observing modes (see Tables 2 to 4).

The 32-filter array allows the selection of subchannels with
a maximum bandwidth of 62.5 MHz that can be positioned
anywhere within the 2 GHz IF channel with a precision of
30.5 kHz. The twice Nyquist sampling option, resulting in in-
creased signal-to-noise ratio at the expense of half the number
of spectral points (see section on Observing modes and Tables 2
to 4), is available with both the nominal 62.5 MHz bandwidth
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Table 2. Mode chart with one baseband channel being processed.

Number of active filters Total bandwidth Number of spectral points Spectral resolution Velocity resolution at 230 GHz Correlation∗
32 2 GHz 8192/4096/2048 244/488/976 kHz 0.32/0.64/1.28 km s−1 2B-N/2B-2N/4B-N
16 1 GHz 8192/4096/2048/1024 122/244/488/976 kHz 0.16/0.32/0.64/1.28 km s−1 2B-N/2B-2N/4B-N/4B-2N
8 500 MHz 8192/4096/2048/1024 61/122/244/488 kHz 0.08/0.16/0.32/0.64 km s−1 2B-N/2B-2N/4B-N/4B-2N
4 250 MHz 8192/4096/2048/1024 30/61/122/244 kHz 0.04/0.08/0.16/0.32 km s−1 2B-N/2B-2N/4B-N/4B-2N
2 125 MHz 8192/4096/2048/1024 15/30/61/122 kHz 0.02/0.04/0.08/0.16 km s−1 2B-N/2B-2N/4B-N/4B-2N
1 62.5 MHz 8192/4096/2048/1024 7.6/15/30/61 kHz 0.01/0.02/0.04/0.08 km s−1 2B-N/2B-2N/4B-N/4B-2N
1 31.25 MHz 8192/2048 3.8/7.6 kHz 0.005/0.01 km s−1 2B-2N/4B-2N
Time Division Mode 2 GHz 64 31.25 MHz 40.8 km s−1 Full 3-bit x 3-bit, Nyquist sampling

Table 3. Mode chart with two baseband channels per quadrant processed with polarization cross products.

Number of active filters Total bandwidth Number of spectral points Spectral resolution Velocity resolution at 230 GHz Correlation∗
32 2 GHz 4096 488 kHz 0.64 ms 2B-N
16 1 GHz 4096/2048/1024 244/488/976 kHz 0.32/0.64/1.28 km s−1 2B-N/2B-2N/4B-N
8 500 MHz 4096/2048/1024/512 122/244/488/976 kHz 0.16/0.32/0.64/1.28 km s−1 2B-N/2B-2N/4B-N/4B-2N
4 250 MHz 4096/2048/1024/512 61/122/244/488 kHz 0.04/0.08/0.16/0.32 km s−1 2B-N/2B-2N/4B-N/4B-2N
2 125 MHz 4096/2048/1024/512 30/61/122/244 kHz 0.04/0.08/0.16/0.32 km s−1 2B-N/2B-2N/4B-N/4B-2N
1 62.5 MHz 4096/2048/1024/512 15/30/61/122 kHz 0.02/0.04/0.08/0.16 km s−1 2B-N/2B-2N/4B-N/4B-2N
1 31.25 MHz 4096/1024 7.6/30 kHz 0.01/0.04 km s−1 2B-2N/4B-2N
Time Division Mode 2 GHz 128 15.6 MHz 20.4 km s−1 2B-N

Table 4. Mode chart with two baseband channels per quadrant processed with polarization cross products.

Number of active filters Total bandwidth Number of spectral points Spectral resolution Velocity resolution at 230 GHz Correlation∗
32 2 GHz 2048 976 kHz 1.28 km s−1 2B-N
16 1 GHz 2048/1024 488/976 kHz 0.64/1.28 km s−1 2B-N/2B-2N
8 500 MHz 2048/1024 244/488 kHz 0.32/0.64 km s−1 2B-N/2B-2N
4 250 MHz 2048/1024 122/244 kHz 0.16/0.32 km s−1 2B-N/2B-2N
2 125 MHz 2048/1024/512 61/122/244 kHz 0.08/0.16/0.32 km s−1 2B-N/2B-2N/4B-N
1 62.5 MHz 2048/1024/512/256 30/61/122/244/ kHz 0.04/0.08/0.16/0.32 km s−1 2B-N/2B-2N/4B-N/4B-2N
1 31.25 MHz 2048/512 15/61 kHz 0.02/0.08 km s−1 2B-2N/4B-2N
Time Division Mode 2 GHz 64 31.25 MHz 40.8 km s−1 2B-N

∗ 2B-N, 2-bit by 2-bit correlation, Nyquist sampled. ∗ 2B-2N, 2-bit by 2-bit correlation, twice Nyquist sampled.
∗ 4B-N, 4-bit by 4-bit correlation, Nyquist sampled. ∗ 4B-2N, 4-bit by 4-bit correlation, twice Nyquist sampled.

and the 31.25 MHz half-bandwidth. A factor of 2 loss of resolu-
tion is not incurred for 31.25 MHz twice Nyquist modes.

The digital filter functions described above are implemented
in programmable gate logic arrays offering large computational
power. These devices, named Field Programmable Gate Arrays
(FPGA’s), contain different types of RAM blocks, configurable
digital signal processor blocks and a huge number of logic cells.
The FPGA’s are commercially available with new nanometer
technology implying FPGA core low voltage and thus less power
requirement. Trading cost against available logic cells and over-
all filter performance, we have implemented two digital filters in
one fast FPGA. Sixteen FPGAs are assembled on one Tunable
Filter Bank card. The entire filter bank consists of 64 × 2 cards
per correlator quadrant and there are 4 × 2 cards for 4 baseband
pairs per antenna. There are 512 filter cards in the complete cor-
relator system.

Each filter card is interfaced to the correlator subsystem via
the station bin backplane. Each filter communicates with the sta-
tion bin control computer via a standard CPLD interface chip;
this interface allows the system to monitor the TFB processing
in the FPGAs and to download the FPGA personalities; band-
widths and filter shapes are selected using pre-calculated filter
tap weights. There is an additional CPLD on each filter card to
monitor the integrity of the FPGA filter personalities.

In addition to the 16-FPGA array and to the CPLD interface,
there are 3 fine-delay chips implemented on each Tunable Filter
Bank card; each one of these 3 chips processes one bit of the
3-bit digitized input data stream. The fine delay increments are
operated in synchronism with the bulk delay implemented in the
Station Cards. (Ultra-fine delay tracking is implemented in the

digitizer clock module.) The fine delay chips are also used as
receiver buffers which distribute the input signal data through
the filter FPGA array.

4. Station card and correlator data interface

Each Station card provides two 4 ms RAM buffers, one for each
of two filter card outputs; that is, each buffer holds approxi-
mately 4 ms of samples at the full 4 GHz sample rate of a single
baseband channel output. A station card provides several basic
functions in the correlator:

• bulk storage of the geometric delay compensation;
• a versatile crossbar function between the filter card output and

the correlators;
• lag generation for high frequency-resolution modes;
• 1 ms time packets of samples in time division operation at

125 MHz rate.

The two basic modes of the station card reflect the two operation
modes of the ALMA correlator. Most spectral observations will
use the high frequency resolution digital hybrid configuration, or
frequency division, mode. In these cases, the input to the station
card from a filter card consists of from 1 to 32 separate bands
each with a 125 MHz clock rate, either Nyquist or twice-Nyquist
sampled.

The other operating mode of the correlator is used in high
time resolution observations, or typically to reduce the amount
of archived data in continuum mode. In this mode, the filter cards
provide a pass-through function and the station card input is the
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Fig. 4. Quadrature signal drive into rack-to-rack cable system.

full 4 GHz clock rate output of the ALMA digitizers with sam-
ples limited to 2 bits. In this mode, each one millisecond of the
full bandwidth signal at the station card input is split into 32 one
millisecond packets, each with a 125 MHz clock rate, in the
station card RAM buffer (this function is also called a corner-
turning operation). The 32 packets are routed to 32 correlator
planes where cross correlation occurs (see Fig. 2). For full effi-
ciency, the results obtained for the 32 planes must be summed.

The data interface between the station-based and the
baseline-based electronics in the ALMA correlator probably rep-
resents the greatest design challenge in the system. The sys-
tem has 64 antennas times 8 baseband signals per antenna times
32 demultiplexed 125 MHz signals per 2 GHz baseband signal
times 2 bits per sample (correlated) or 32 768 rack-to-rack digi-
tal interfaces with a 125 MHz clock rate. Card-to-card 125 MHz
data runs over bin mother boards exceed 125 000.

The first design goal set for the ALMA correlator was to
find a system architecture in which every 125 MHz data stream
between the station electronics and the correlator racks had one
and only one destination. Achieving this goal would mean that
the ratio between the 32 768 signals and the number of rack-to-
rack signal cables would be 1. A factor of 2 would mean that the
32 768 signals would require 65 536 cables (at 125 MHz data
rate).

The rack-to-rack interface standard selected for the ALMA
correlator is 250 MHz LVDS. The two (125 MHz) sample bits of
a filter card output are multiplexed to obtain the 250 MHz data
rate. Standard 2 mm hard metric shielded twisted pair cables are
the interface medium. A total of 16 384 signal cables are thus
required in the full system.

In order to remove tight length specifications on the ca-
bles, the 250 MHz data signals driving into the cable system
can be individually selected for drive on 0, 90, 180, or 270 deg
phase-shifted versions of the 250 MHz interface clock. With pro-
grammable individual control on every rack-to-rack 250 MHz
interface signal, the system may be put through a training ses-
sion in which all possible interface phases are evaluated with
known test data being carried over the cables. Error measure-
ments can be made and error-free transmission phases recorded

for each signal path. The system can then be programmed to of
the appropriate drive phases for error-free operation across all
outputs.

Thus, instead of working with fixed phase transmission and
capture clocks and trimming cable lengths for error-free cap-
ture, the output phase of each cable driving signal is adjusted for
error-free capture. Also, each cable may be cut to a convenient
physical length to fit its application, avoiding miles of slack ca-
ble lengths to be accommodated if all cables had to be the same
length.

Figure 4 shows a single 250 MHz output cable signal cycling
through all 4 drive phases. The horizontal scale in this figure
is 4 nanoseconds per division.

5. Correlator section and Long Term Accumulator

The basic building block of the correlator system is a matrix of
64-by-64 correlator blocks referred to as a correlator “plane”. A
correlator plane provides a 256 lag correlator circuit at each of
the intersections of the matrix and a correlator plane thus has
64 × 64 × 256 total correlator lags. The correlator system places
the 64 × 64 matrix (one plane) in 4 printed circuit cards, each
one with 64 application specific integrated circuits (ASIC). This
ASIC has 4096 multipliers (lags) including 20 bits of integra-
tion and 16 bits of secondary storage for the results readout of
the cross- and auto-correlation coefficients. Each 256 lag circuit
in a correlator plane is driven by two different polarization sig-
nals (two baseband signals) from each of two antennas and can
be programmed to be a single 256-lag block, to be two 128-lag
blocks, or to be four 64-lag blocks (to support the various po-
larization options possible with the two baseband inputs). For
256 lag blocks on the diagonal of the matrix, the two signals are
from the same antenna, and these yield auto-correlation results.

The next building block of the correlator system is the cor-
relator “array” which consists of 32 correlator planes. There is
one correlator array in each correlator quadrant and this array
can process the full 2 GHz bandwidth outputs of all 64 antennas
for 2 baseband channels.
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In the widest bandwidth digital hybrid mode, each of the
32 filter card outputs is processed in one of the 32 correlator
planes of a correlator array; each filter card output will typically
be a 62.5 MHz bandwidth, Nyquist sampled, with a 125 MHz
clock rate. For narrower bandwidth modes, some filter card out-
puts are not processed and the freed-up correlator planes are used
to develop additional lags from the active filter card outputs. Lag
generation for these modes is done on the station card by offset
RAM addressing.

In time division observations, the 32 correlator planes in a
quadrant process the 32 time bins developed by the station card.
Thus, each plane handles 1/32 of the samples taken by an an-
tenna digitizer since it takes all 32 planes correlating station
card 125 MHz time packet outputs to keep up with the original
4 GHz sample rate. In this mode, the outputs of the 32 planes
are summed, reducing the total number of effective correlators
in the system by a factor of 32.

The Long Term Accumulator (LTA) cards provide buffers,
or longer term integration, for correlator ASIC results. For cor-
relator ASICs operating in 1 ms Correlator Accumulation Mode
(CAM), results transfer from correlator chip to LTA every 1 ms.
The LTA stores 16 consecutive sets of 1 ms results in sepa-
rate buffers and transfers these results to the Correlator Data
Processing computer (CDP) every 16 ms. For correlators operat-
ing in 16 ms CAM, results transfer from correlator chip to LTA
every 16 ms. The LTA provides integration of these results for
integer multiples of 16 ms.

Further details on the LTA and correlator control cards are
given in Appendix A.

6. Observing modes

The ALMA correlator offers a huge variety of observing modes.
(i) Firstly, a broad range of spectral resolutions across vari-

ous total bandwidths is available together with different polariza-
tion modes. Table 2 gives the performance of a single quadrant
of the correlator in modes in which only one baseband chan-
nel of a baseband pair is processed. A maximum resolution of
3.8 kHz is achieved. Tables 3 and 4 give system performance
with 2 basebands per quadrant processed with and without po-
larization cross products. In the latter case (Table 4) a full Stokes
analysis of the incoming waves is possible and thus allows the
study of the magnetic filed in the gas and dust components of the
interstellar medium.

(ii) Secondly, several sensitivity options can be selected
when less spectral resolution across a given bandwidth is suf-
ficient. This is achieved with double Nyquist sampling and
4-bit× 4-bit correlation. The theoretical 0.88 correlation effi-
ciency of the basic 2-bit× 2-bit correlation (with respect to a cor-
relator which would have an infinite number of quantized levels)
then increases to 0.94 (double Nyquist sampling) and 0.99 (4-bit
correlation). Double Nyquist sampling and 4-bit correlation is
also available; it does not significantly improve the 0.99 effi-
ciency but with half the spectral resolution it allows speeding
up by a factor of two the data dump time. It is worth mention-
ing that for spectra with same spectral resolution increasing the
efficiency to 0.94 and 0.99 is equivalent to diminishing by 14%
and 27% the observing time required to achieve a given signal to
noise ratio.

(iii) Thirdly, the time division mode for which the corre-
lator system behaves as a pure XF system is always avail-
able and allows fast dump times if that would be desired. All
cross-correlation products are transferred to the Correlator Data
Processor in 16 ms for the time division mode whereas 64 to

Fig. 5. Synthetic spectra generated with a multi-gauss routine to mimic
the forest of lines observed around 348 GHz in Orion by Beuther et al.
(2005). They illustrate the crowding of lines and the need for multi-
resolution analysis (see text and flexible ALMA correlator modes).

512 ms dump times are possible in frequency division operation
depending on the selected modes. An even faster dump time of
1 ms is achievable for auto-correlation spectra.

(iv) Finally, because of the high flexibility of the frequency
setting in the digital filter cards and because the correlator card
resources available per quadrant can be redistributed in differ-
ent observing modes, it is possible to set up modes to observe
simultaneously several spectral windows or a given bandwidth
with different resolutions. A combination of multi-windows
and multi-resolution modes is possible. Such modes are im-
plemented by means of spectral multi-resolution programming
commands in the station cards of the correlator system.

It is impossible to describe in short the huge flexibility of
the ALMA correlator but it will allow, for example, performing
in star-forming regions multi-resolution spectral scans together
with multi-broad band observations to analyze simultaneously
the gas and dust properties of these regions. Similar studies will
also be feasible in highly redshifted objects. In an attempt to il-
lustrate the potential of the correlator, we have first mimicked
(Fig. 5) one particular spectral region of the highly complex
sub-millimeter line spectrum of the Orion-KL source. The up-
per part of the figure shows the overall distribution over 2 GHz
(one ALMA baseband). These features mimic (but do not repro-
duce exactly) the original data and line identification obtained
by Beuther et al. (2005) with the SMA interferometer and about
1 MHz resolution. The lower part of Fig. 5 shows how com-
plex the observed features may be across 125 MHz when the
resolution is improved. Such a rich forest of lines could be im-
aged with, for example, the following simultaneous combina-
tion of ALMA spectral modes: 244 kHz resolution in 500 MHz
placed in any spectral region of interest within 2 GHz; 30 kHz
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Fig. A.1. Block Diagram of Station Card showing self-testing capability.

resolution in 62.5 MHz bandwidth to zoom, for example, on
a particular group of lines within the initial 500 MHz; obtain
even higher spectral resolution, 7.6 kHz, again within the above
62.5 MHz band or, if that would be desirable, anywhere else
within 2 GHz. These options could be slightly different in terms
of spectral resolution if polarization were analyzed.

It is worth noting that the spectral resolution given in
Tables 2 to 4 is in fact the separation between spectral points and
this value must be used for signal to noise ratio calculations. The
actual spectral resolution, that is to say the spectral response to
an “infinitely” narrow line observed by ALMA, depends on the
observing mode. In the time division mode for which the system
is a pure XF correlator, the Fourier transform of the time-limited
correlation function is the direct product of the true correlation
function with a sinc function corresponding to the maximum lag
window used during the integration. The effective resolution is
thus 1.2 times the spectral point separation. In the frequency di-
vision mode the correlator behaves as a FXF system. It would be
a pure FX system if there were a large number of subchannels
dividing up the 2 GHz wide input channel. The effective reso-
lution would then be the spectral channel separation weighted
by a (sinc)2 function but with some amplitude loss as formally
described in Thompson et al. (2001). Because the ALMA corre-
lator is a FXF system with 32 sub-bands when the full tunable
filter bank is active the 1.2 factor degradation mentioned above
must be seen as an upper limit and the effective spectral resolu-
tion must be determined in practice.

7. Conclusion

The correlator for the ALMA radio astronomy observatory will
process up to 64 antennas in a highly flexible manner and with
a broad variety of spectral and time resolutions using an instan-
taneous bandwidth of up to 8 GHz in each of two polarizations.
The system supports frequency resolutions ranging from a single
bandwidth 2 GHz wide (continuum observations) to 8192 incre-
ments, each 3.8 kHz wide, spanning a 31.25 MHz band (spectral
line observations).

The correlator should be delivered to the array site in the
Atacama desert of Chile starting in 2007. The entire system
should be at site by 2008 or 2009. Depending on the procure-
ment of the antennas, astronomical test observations could be-
gin in 2008 with one correlator quadrant accommodating up to
16 antennas and all cross-correlation products. Completion of
the entire observatory is currently set for 2012.
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Appendix A: Long Term Accumulator, Control cards,
System test strategy

The Long Term Accumulator (LTA, see Sect. 5) provides:

– The first two stages of an adder tree for modes in which mul-
tiple correlator planes must be added together (that is, in time
division mode). The final stage of the adder tree is provided
by the Final Adder cards. The interface to the CDP is provided
by a Data Port Interface card that is driven by the Final Adder
cards.

– The necessary multiplication (shifting) of correlator results in
planes that require this operation for support of 4-bit (16 level)
correlation.

– Control card functions for the correlator cards.

The correlator system control cards and system test strategy are
briefly described below. There are three types of microprocessor
control cards in the correlator system:

• station control card (SCC);
• LTA/Correlator control card (LTA/CCC);
• quadrant control card (QCC).
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Fig. A.2. Interface cards showing FPGA’s with self-test capability.

Each correlator system control card has a 16-bit Infineon C167
microprocessor configured in a standard correlator design that
communicates with the correlator control computer over a
Controller Area Network (CAN) serial communication bus. The
SCC and LTA/CCC control cards each support an 8-bit bidirec-
tional communication bus over the bin motherboard to individual
logic cards in the system. This bus is used for control and moni-
toring functions such as initial FPGA personality loading, mode
programming, active observation support, and various monitor-
ing responsibilities. The QCC monitors voltages and tempera-
tures in the system and can force a power-down when a danger
is detected. Software for the ALMA correlator control cards is
written in C using a Keil software development system.

Since the ALMA correlator is such a large system (32 racks,
>135 000 integrated circuits) there was a need to design it with
the ability to test for error free performance easily and to include
the capacity to localize hardware failures quickly. The fact that
the system was to be located at a 5000-m altitude, minimally
staffed, site also made the ability to diagnose problems to the
card level and return the correlator to service quickly with a sim-
ple card change important. Once located, a defective card can be
brought down to a lower altitude service facility for repair.

Logic cards in the system that carry a sample stream have the
ability to replace the input or output data with the output of a cor-
relator standard 35-bit Pseudo random Number (PN) generator
and also, the ability to test the PN sequence for errors at the in-
put and output of the cards. Figure A.1 illustrates the self-testing
ability of the Station card. Figure A.2 shows the testing capabil-
ity built into the rack-to-rack interface. This test facility is used

in the initial signal training to set error-free data transmission, in
testing the operational system, and in troubleshooting the system
to localize hardware failures.

Appendix B: Main components in correlator system

The finally adopted correlator system design includes many
highly integrated circuits (IC) and various types of Field
Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA). The Stratix II FPGA’s have
been adopted for the Tunable Filter Bank cards. The main sys-
tem components are listed below.

• Xilinx VIRTEX-E FPGA family.
• 1.8 VDC and 3.3 VDC system power supplies .
• 250 MHz LVDS rack-to-rack data transmission.
• Quad-flat pack IC packaging.
• ORCAD schematic capture design tools.
• Xilinx Foundations schematic capture FPGA design tools.
• In-house PCB layout using ORCAD PCB design tools.
• FR-4 fiber glass multi-layer printed circuit card fabrication.
• 2 mm Hard Metric shielded twisted-pair transmission cables.
• 2 mm Hard Metric printed circuit card interface.
• Distribution of 48 VDC power through system with dispersed

DC-DC converters.
• 16-bit Infineon C167 imbedded microprocessors programmed

in C.
• Altera Stratix II FPGA family, 90 nm technology.
• 1.2 VDC on-board conversion of 48 VDC power.
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